Reader Review for Program Managers

Once an applicant reaches the **Submitted to Review** bin, the Program Manager needs to move the applicant to the **Committee Review** bins.

1. Click on the **Submitted to Review** bin to see the names listed.
2. Click on the stack of papers icon to open each student application.
3. Click on the applicant’s name at the top of the reader to open the student’s details in a drop-down menu.
4. Click on **Lookup Application** located on the bottom right side of the menu to view all tabs. This is a good practice to see if the applicant is missing letters of recommendation or any other necessary materials. If you have previously verified that all materials are submitted, you can also click on **Read Application in New Window**, the link below **Lookup Application**, to go directly to reviewing the application.
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After clicking on **Lookup Application**, you can see any red X’s and all checkmarks to see whether materials are submitted or missing. It’s up to you if you want to proceed to reading the application without all letters of recommendation.
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5. Click on **Read Application** on the menu on the right side of the page, which will open the screen where you can read all application details, including uploaded documents and transcripts.
On the left side of the screen, you will see the application parts available to read.

Each section contains PDF uploads or application details. Reviewers can scroll side-to-side to view all documents. Double click on a document to make it larger on the screen.

For any documents that need to be rotated, follow the tips found on the right side of the Home page in the Reader:
At the bottom left, there is a button called **Add to Queue** which the Program Manager clicks to send the application to a **Committee Review Bin**.

6. **Agree** to add to your queue, then click on **Review Form/Send to Bin** located at the bottom right.

7. You will select what bin you want committee reviewers to start in, and click **Send**. It will be available to committee reviewers shortly.

8. Reviewers follow the same steps of clicking **Add to Queue** and **Review Form**, but their form is a rating scale with comment boxes.